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A Great Pastors’ School 
We had a wonderful Pastors’ School this year in Zambia 
with a newly graduated class and a growing number of 
women clergy (above).  PRAY for the Congo session still 
to come in August! 

A double rainbow gift
We were blessed with this gift at the teachers’ reception! 
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A walk down 
adoption memory 
lane! 

While we were in the USA 
this past April, we were  
blessed to see all 3 
children who we have 
seen adopted since we 
came to Zambia - the 
twins (below, top) and 
Janette (below, bottom) 
They are all doing great!!

STEURY UPDATE 
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Want to know                                                            
what 30 tonnes of honey looks like? 

See above!  That’s 100 drums with 300kg of pure honey in 
each.  30 metric tonnes = 30,000kg x 2.2lbs = 66,000 lbs (or 
the equivalent of 33 English tons. 

This truck load (above) is 
headed straight to South Africa 
where we are still selling most 
of our exported honey. 

We are also in the midst of our 
mid-year harvest and we think 
we may break the 300 tonne 
barrier this mid year!  Pretty 
exciting after only breaking the 
200 tonne barrier last mid year 
harvest!  That’s $300,000 

given directly to farmers in Zambia!  Now that’s exciting! 

And it all comes one 45 lb bucket of honey at a time - that’s a 
lot of buckets! (See above) 

Zambians in the USA 

As many of you know, 
Pastor Kilembo’s 2 
children, Naomi and 
Vipata, are studying at 
Purdue University in 
Indiana - and I was happy 
to catch up with them and see how well they are doing! 
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Baby Celebrations! 

Another Enright Baby!
Nathan and Robin (Enright) 
celebrated the birth of their 
3rd child and 1st son, 
Hunter, while we were in the 
USA!  Kendra now has 4 
grandchildren! 

!  

Baby “Nathan”
When was the last time you 
had a child named after 
you…who had no 
relationship to you?  Well 
that’s what this pastor and 
his wife did - named the little 
boy I’m holding after me!  It 
has been great to see them 
every year at Pastors’ 
School! 

!
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Baby Celebrations! (con) 

Elinda and I also celebrated the first anniversary of our 
becoming Grandparents in May.  Well, I guess technically 
you could call it our grandson, Colton’s birthday, but you get 
the idea! 

He is keeping us all busy and smiling at his amazing 
developing personality and abilities! 

Young Adult Celebrations! 

We had the joy of attending our son, Mark’s graduation from 
Southeastern University in Lakeland, Florida.  It was a 
special honor for Elinda as a nurse to “pin” his nursing pin on 
him - an emotional moment! 

Please PRAY for him as he takes his NCLEX (Nursing exam) 
on the 23rd of July!  He has been offered a job in a hospital 
in Charlotte, NC and is excited about starting there! 

Kingdom Building Farms, Ltd. 

One of John Enright’s 
untested business ideas was 
raising goats.  It is now being 
tested!  Chris Fread (L-on 
the right) working in 
conjunction with Steven 
Kines (L-center), with his 
Masters in Agriculture from 
Purdue and some help from 
Nathan Enright (L-on the left) 
are starting a new goat 
business.  The first 3 goat 

houses (R) are built at some of the homes of our best honey farmers!  They will be adding 
about 17 more goat houses in the next 2 months with more of our best farmers.   

Please PRAY that this business model succeeds in blessing many small farmers! 
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“The Book” 

Some of you know that John had planned on someday writing a book including much of his 
philosophy and theology of the 7 principles of the Kingdom of God and all the other things he loved 
discussing with visitors.  John and I had already started working on the book and discussing the 
possibility of co-authoring it.  We had a working outline and a few sections that John had dictated to 
Kendra who had typed it up.   

After John’s death, I knew I wanted to complete this task, but haven’t found the time until now.  I will 
be starting work on the book in September.  Please PRAY that God would work in and through me to 
bring an inspiring and life-changing message through this book. 

The Clinic 

We shared with many of you about the clinic we hope to build in the nearby village of Baluba.  We 
are now in the Fundraising stage and hoping to raise about $300,000 for a building and medical 
equipment.  We have the “Baluba Clinic” company started.  We have a head doctor (from Congo).  
We have land to build it on (John and Kendra’s farm).  We just need to get it built and that takes $$! 

Please PRAY that God would provide in God’s perfect time and pray about your part in this ministry! 

The Retirement Center 

We continue to get excited about the retirement center we hope to have right here on the lake, 
offering affordable retirement for your loved one(s).  Please let us know if you’re interested - we are 
happy to start a conversation.  We have several with whom we are already in conversation!  And who 
wouldn’t want to help offer Zambians some jobs you would be helping to provide! 

College Students 

We were privileged to host 3 college groups this 
summer - 1 from Purdue University and 2 from 
Eastern Florida State College (EFSC) (Education 
and Nursing majors).  Please PRAY for these 
students that the experiences they have here will 
be transformational! 

Back to the USA 

Elinda and I will be back in the USA for 3 weeks in August.  Elinda will be getting her new 
classes up and running at EFSC and I will be taking some retreat time to prepare to write the 
book and helping Mark find a more permanent place to live in Charlotte. 

Please continue praying for us!  We desperately need all your prayers!   

Together… N&E
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